2015 Shareholder Resolution
CHEVRON
Request: Quantitative Risk Management Reporting for Hydraulic Fracturing Operations

WHEREAS:
Extracting oil and gas from shale formations, using horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing technology, is a
controversial public issue. Leaks, spills, explosions and community impacts have led to bans and moratoria in the
US and around the globe, putting the industry's social license to operate at risk.
In 2012, the Government of Bulgaria enacted a ban on hydraulic fracturing, and cancelled Chevron’s exploration
permit it had previously awarded, and the company eventually closed its office in Sofia, Bulgaria. In Romania,
because of local protests, Chevron’s fracturing operations were protected by 300 riot police in December 2013.
Chevron is expanding shale operations in Argentina in an area rife with controversies over the impact of oil and
gas operations on indigenous peoples.
The 2011 report, "Extracting the Facts: An Investor Guide to Disclosing Risks from Hydraulic Fracturing
Operations," articulates investor expectations for best management practices and key performance in these
areas. It has been publicly supported by investors on three continents representing $1.3 trillion in assets under
management and by various companies.
In 2013 and through the first nine months of 2014, Chevron reported on fracfocus.org fracturing approximately
565 wells in Texas’ Permian Basin, a drought-stricken area of extremely high water stress. Yet the absence of
systematic reporting on operations in Texas using quantifiable metrics makes it difficult for investors to evaluate
company risk management practices and identify performance trends, particularly with respect to water
availability, recycling, and substitution of nonpotable water for potable.
In the Marcellus Shale play, Chevron’s risk management and disclosure practices make many issues transparent,
and have been certified by the independent Center for Sustainable Shale Development. But by not reporting to
the same extent elsewhere, Chevron leaves investors in the dark about reputational, legal, and other risks
lurking in other plays.
THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED:
Shareholders request the Board of Directors to report to shareholders via quantitative indicators on all shale
plays where it is operating, by September 30, 2015, and annually thereafter, the results of company policies and
practices, above and beyond regulatory requirements, to minimize the adverse water resource and community
impacts from the company's hydraulic fracturing operations associated with shale formations. Such reports
should be prepared at reasonable cost, omitting confidential information.
SUPPORTING STATEMENT:
Proponents suggest the reports include a breakdown by geographic region, such as each shale play in which the
company engages in substantial extraction operations, addressing, at a minimum:







Quantity of fresh water used for shale operations, including source;
Percentage of recycled water used;
Systematic post-drilling groundwater quality assessments;
Percentage of drilling residuals managed in closed-loop systems;
Goals to eliminate the use of open pits for storage of drilling fluid and flowback water, with updates on
progress; and
A systematic approach to assessing and managing community and human rights impacts, including
quantifying numbers and categories of community complaints of alleged impacts, and portion resolved.
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